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Annex 7: MARCO ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

Significant macro-environmental factors that currently impact or may potentially impact UnderMuseum are summarized 
using the PESTLE framework (Aguilar, 1967). 
Legend: T – type; O – opportunity; Ch – challenge; P – perspective;  C – current; S – short-term; M - medium-term; L – long-term.
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    Solidarity and cooperation: CCI actors                               
are now working together, including launching 
numerous joint initiatives both for the sector                    
and for the country.
    A common vision for the future has made it 
possible to prioritise essential cultural diplomacy 
messages.
    The war has sparked the appearance of new 
horizontal initiatives—when cultural actors 
recognised the lack of state support they took it on 
themselves to launch sector/sub-sector support 
programmes (e.g. the Ukrainian Emergency Art Fund, 
Heritage Emergency Response Initiative, Museum 
Crisis Center, etc.).
    Creativity has become a source of inspiration                 
and a tool of recovery for Ukrainian society.
    The activation of cultural diplomacy as soft power.
    Many cultural institutions took on the role                          
of humanitarian centres, a fact which even more 
strongly reinforces their role in communities while 
fostering additional trust.
    Creative hubs have the potential to become 
centres for creative interaction, the generation                            
of meanings, and a strategic combination of ecology, 
art, technology and economy of care. 

    The war added new challenges to the system                                 
(e.g. relocation, evacuation, safety measures, registry,   
merger of the institutions in one space, etc.)
    Agile and internationally-connected institutions exhibited 
better resilience in regard to the challenges posed by the war, 
whereas less connected or less skilled teams struggled 
severely with limited state support and the need to adapt.
    The war has triggered a colossal brain drain.                             
Besides the forced evacuation due to the security measures 
and shortage of income, a certain proportion of CCI 
representatives took the decision to take any opportunities 
currently available to them abroad.
    The CCI sector is facing two parallel processes:                                
the need to survive and the need to plan its post-war 
development, as well as in the short term. Any developmental 
plans are confronted with a high level of uncertainty related 
to the war.       
    High level of uncertainty and stress has had a significant 
impact on productivity and the mental state of CCI actors,                
as well as having negatively influenced both the level of 
efficiency and competitiveness of creative professionals.
    Gaps in the value chains and the decline in internal 
consumption have made it difficult for creative businesses              
to stay on the market.
    The English language is a barrier for extending                         
cultural collaborations.



Annex 9: MICRO ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
AND INTERNAL AUDIT
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     A team of international cultural managers
     No previous experience in managing such large-scale projects
     High motivation and commitment to the project
     Access to local CCI networks/ecosystems
     Vast expertise in developing children’s cultural education products, understanding of operational 
specifics of emerging cultural institutions
     Extensive experience in marketing and communications (corporate businesses, multinationals, cultural 
projects)
     Ability to establish partnerships and engage with talents, local and international
    Need to outsource skills and competencies (finance, audit, accounting, etc.)

     Heavy dependence on funding
     Zero-based budgeting
     Moral obligations to sustain the project

     Well-thought-out content and programming
     Outsourced market research 
     Access to professional consultants in business, psychology, risk management, etc.
     Equipment and interactive exhibits as donations in kind

     Clow cloud-based finance management software
     Trello project management tool
     Kashoo accounting software
     Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software
     set of Balanced Scorecards to visualise processes

     Short-term planning due to operation in high-risk environment 
     Need to comply with tough time frames in grant applications, financial management, cash flow decisions, 
replanning, etc.
     Tendency to overwork the team (understaffing in Y1)

     Compliance with 4 SDGs (Quality Education, Sustainable Cities and Communities, Partnerships for                      
the  Goals, Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions)
     Willingness to accept risks and operate in risky environment (asset in terms of commitment and future 
performance)
     Recommendations and feedback from previous professional connections.

Men
 

Money

 

Materials
 

Machines

Minutes

Intangible 
assets
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Assumptions are validated across four dimensions, with diverse methods used. The summary is presented below.
UnderMuseum’s Assumption Validation

Annex 12: ASSUMPTIONS VALIDATION
| 
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Annex 13: RISK MITIGATION PLAN
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ACCESSIBILITY AND TIMINGS 

UnderMuseum is easily accessible for everyone. 
Visitors can reach the children’s museum easily 
during times when there is no shelling.                              
However, in the event of shelling, UnderMuseum 
follows the metro's guidance and welcomes families 
and children into the safety of the underground bomb 
shelters. Through the network of 52 subway stations, 
children and families may easily reach the location 
without exposing themselves to overground threats. 
Wheelchair and supervision services are available                 
for visitors with reduced mobility by Kyiv Metro                  
that provides support to those with special needs,                 
in accordance with their required standards                        
and needs.

During the war, the subway system is open 24/7,              
with operations between 5am and 11pm. At night,                
the stations are used as bomb shelters, and every 
station offers basic facilities and a medical care room.

Additionally, each station is equipped with a Starlink 
connection, providing sustainable internet access  
and information. UnderMuseum is open 24/7,                   
and workshops are scheduled between 8 am and 9 pm. 
On-demand workshops are also available,                            
with consideration given to the presence of children 
and their willingness to engage. The children’s 
museum can accommodate up to 110 visitors 
simultaneously, ensuring a fun and engaging 
experience for all.

ACCOMMODATION:

    Entrance and Exit: A designated entrance 
and exit point for visitors to ensure a smooth 
flow of traffic throughout the space,               
along with emergency exits.  Also there will 
be enough space to accommodate families 
waiting in line to enter or exit. 

    Accessibility and Safety: Undermuseum             
is accessible to all visitors, including those 
with disabilities. Equipped with features  
such as wheelchair ramps, ensuring that            
the venue is wheelchair accessible,                   
there are no tripping hazards,                            
and all equipment is safe and secure. 

    Signage and Information: Zones signage, 
exhibit labels and wayfinding will be placed 
throughout the space to provide visitors 
with direction and information to navigate 
the space and understand the exhibits.







































ACTION PLAN
Fundraising action steps, timeline, assignee and more are found listed in Table 3.
Table 3: UnderMuseum Fundraising Action Plan Summary
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